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Abstract
Testing the global earthquake catalogue for indications of non-Poissonian
attributes has been an area of intense research, especially since the 2011
Tohoku earthquake. The usual approach is to test statistically for the
hypothesis that the global earthquake catalogue is well explained by a
Poissonian process. In this paper we analyse one aspect of this problem
which has been disregarded by the literature: the power of such tests
to detect non-Poissonian features if they existed; that is, the probability
of type II statistical errors. We argue that the low frequency of large
events and the brevity of our earthquake catalogues reduces the power
of the statistical tests so that an unequivocal answer for this question is
not granted. We do this by providing a counter example of a stochastic
process that is clustered by construction and by analysing the resulting
distribution of p-values given by the current tests.
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1 Introduction
Several investigators have proposed the presence of two temporal clusters of
very large earthquakes during the past century, e.g. [Bufe and Perkins.(2005),
Ammon et al.(2011)]. The first cluster occurred in the middle of last century
and included the 1952 Mw 9.0 Kamchatka earthquake, the 1960 Mw 9.5 Chile
earthquake and the Mw 9.2 Alaska earthquake ([Bufe and Perkins.(2005)]). The
second aparent cluster began with the occurrence of the Mw 9.15 Sumatra
earthquake of 26 December 2004 and has continued with the Mw 8.8 Chile
earthquake on 27 February 2010 and the Mw 9.0 Tohoku earthquake on 11
March 2011 [Bufe and Perkins.(2011), Ammon et al.(2011)].This recent cluster
has given rise to debate about whether the observed temporal clustering of
these very large earthquakes has some physical cause or has occurred by random
chance [Kerr(2011)].
[Michael(2011)] used three statistical tests to conclude that the global clus-
tering can be explained by the random variability in a Poisson process. His first
test was an analysis of inter-event times using a one-sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test. The second test showed that the occurrence of very large earthquakes is
not correlated with the occurrence of smaller events. The third test demon-
strated that temporal clustering in seismic moment release occurs in about 50%
of the samples when the number of events is drawn from a Poisson distribu-
tion and is not constrained as in the modeling of [Bufe and Perkins.(2005),
Bufe and Perkins.(2011)]. In another article, [Shearer and Stark(2011)] reach
the same conclusions testing for the Poissonian hypothesis using a different set
of statistical quantities.
The purpose of this paper is to discuss the power of traditional statisti-
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cal tests to establish unequivocally the existence or not of earthquake clusters
for catalogues with small numbers of events and not amenable to experimen-
tal repeatability. In general, to study the power of statistical tests we need to
enunciate an alternative hypothesis and calculate the probability of correctly
rejecting a false hypothesis [Merril and Fox (1970)]; this is not the case for most
studies of earthquake clusters since, to our knowledge, no stochastic process
other than Poisson has been widely hypothesized and tested for in the earth-
quake catalogue. The objective of our study is to determine the probability
with which a random sample of a contrived non-Poissonian process is rejected
in a test in which the null hypothesis is a Poisson process.
To aid the discussion we have devised a stochastic process which is clustered
by construction and whose samples play the role of earthquake catalogues with a
given magnitude threshold and de-clustered to remove aftershocks. To each one
of these samples we apply a specific statistical test and use the set of p-values
obtained in this way to calculate their probability distribution. This distribution
will inform us the probability that any random sample of this process will pass
or fail a test for Poissonian statistics.
To justify the merits of our analysis, we start by observing that Poisson is the
unique discrete stochastic process that satisfies two conditions: lack of memory
(Markov assumption) and a constant probability of event occurrence through
time [Gardiner(2003)]. The exceptional character of this process makes it a
valuable tool in the natural sciences since lack of memory and time independence
can be inferred either a priori or a posteriori - in this case by showing that
the observed data fits well a Poisson distribution. Statistical inference of this
sort is usually obtained through consensus of a large number of independent
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experiments, sometimes aided by theoretical models 1
On the other hand, there is an infinite number of processes not satisfying one
or both conditions. This becomes relevant when the available data is limited
and a consensus view cannot be established since short data series could be
explained adequately by more than one stochastic process. It is granted that,
even in such occasions a Poisson distribution can be postulated on arguments
of simplicity and plausibility, which, while scientific valid does not constitute
objectively an explanation for a phenomenon. Otherwise, a Poisson process
should be regarded as only one among many possible explanations.
One obvious question that arises from these considerations regards how much
data is enough so that an inference exercise can assert beyond reasonable doubt
which model explains the data observed. The answer to this question lies in
the scale of the stochastic process as compared with the length of the observed,
which is illustrated by study.
2 Description of the process
The stochastic process that we use to assess the skill of Poissonian properties
tests was devised as a theoretical artefact and not as a statistical model for the
earthquake catalogue or associated with any particular physical reality. It was
designed to convey in a synthetic manner the features of clustered data in which
clusters may occur randomly and at relative low frequencies.
This process is constructed by generating a Poisson series at low event rates
1One example is photo counting experiments of stable laser light, in which a Poisson
distribution is derived from first principles quantum mechanics and experimentally verified to
an large degree of confidence ( 1%)
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(from 2 to 3 cluster per century) equivalent to 110 years of observations. A
cluster is a period of increased rate of event occurrence; we express this by in-
serting in each cluster occurrence a Poisson sample with a 10-fold increase in
frequency (3 to 4 events per decade) and a duration of 15 years. Clusters are
not allowed to overlap, but can neighbour each other to form mega-clusters of
≈ 30 years. Each particular choice of parameter will give rise to a particular
distribution of the 110-years average event rate. We have chosen the parame-
ters above to coincide with the general scale of the observed global earthquake
catalogue: average event frequencies will range from 1 to 2 evens per decade,
with a large variability for the averages derived from any single 110 years sample
(standard deviation σ ≈ 0.32). As a reference, the global earthquake catalogue
for a cut-off magnitude of 8.3 is approximately 2 events per decade.
The samples generated by this process will produce clusters which are ape-
riodic and could be interpreted either as due to self sustained triggering (one
event increases the probability of another) or as an overall increase in event rates
due to a single underlying cause. In either case, the samples are, on average,
clustered enough so that the the p-value distribution is that of a non-uniform
distribution and skewed to the left. To best represent the variability in the
genesis of earthquakes both clusters and events within clusters are subjected to
full variability of Poisson process - this means a non-zero probability of entire
centuries with no clusters.
We do not consider the problem of cluster detection for catalogues where a
true Poisson noise or another independent clustered process was added to the
background, nor of a periodic cyclic process - we assume it to be self evident
that this entails a greater similarity with a Poissonian process. The approach
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we take here is conservative insofar as the process we envisage produces samples
which are more clustered than a true Poissonian process.
3 Analysis of p-values
3.1 p-Values distribution
P-values distribution were obtained by generating 10,000 independent samples
of our process and by performing three different statistical tests in each inde-
pendent sample to obtain the corresponding p-value. The tests we have chosen
are three: (a) Kolmogorov-Smirnov test on inter-event time distribution (b)
Pearson χ-square test on event count and (c) same same test on multiple event
inter-time distribution.
Test (a) was performed under the null hypothesis that inter-event times
follow an exponential distribution characteristic of a Poisson process
P (t) = exp(−λt) (1)
where λ is the average event rate per year and t is the time measured in years.
The annual event rate λ is re-calculated for each sample, simulating our igno-
rance of the true event rate. Test (b) is the usual Pearson χ-square that tests
for similarities in the histogram distribution between the samples and a Poisson
distribution. Test (c) performs the same test as (b) on the inter-event time
distribution for multiple events using the corresponding Poisson distribution for
null hypothesis. These computations were performed using Mathematica c© soft-
ware package [Mathematica 8 (2011)]. Our procedure was tested by performing
these same tests with Poisson generated samples, which correctly output uni-
form distributions of p-values.
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3.2 results
A sample result is the p-value distribution shown in Figure 1. It represents the
probability of measuring a given p-value for test (a) for a single 110 years clus-
tered sample. We have adopted the most common view of rejecting a hypothesis
for p-values smaller than 5% – a criterion that we return to in later discussions.
We have repeated the same process by varying the parameters of our process
to estimate the power of detection of test (a) as the frequency of clusters and
of events within clusters vary. The process parameters for the result of Figure
1 are 3 clusters per century and 4 events per decade over a 15 year cluster pe-
riod – or 3-by-4 in short. With these parameters, the average annual frequency
of events is 0.12 events/year, with a 70th and 90th percentiles above median
of 0.15 and 0.2 events/year approximately. In the histogram of Figure 1 bins
are plotted in intervals of 5% and we can see that the probability of a p-value
smaller than 5% is ≈ 40%. If the 5% significance level is strictly adopted, this
is the chance that an observer would correctly reject the hypothesis and implies
a type-II error probability of 60%.
We performed test (a) varying the parameters of the generating Poisson
processes and show in Figure 2 the probabilities of obtaining a p-value smaller
than 5%. As expected, for low frequency of events per cluster the process looks
more like a Poisson process and is less frequently rejected; the samples of this
process are maximally non-Poissonian for high cluster and event frequencies,
with probability of a correct ”reject” above 70%. Average event frequencies for
these values vary from 2 to 1 events per decade in the 5-by-5 and 3-by-4 cases
respectively (see Figure 1).
We will not discuss test (b), which has shown to be the less skilled of all,
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with probability of rejection on the order of 20%.
The most successful test among those we studied is (c). In it, we generated
the null hypothesis distribution from the inter-n-event time distribution from
samples of a Poisson process, against which the clustered samples were tested.
In this test, the Poisson hypothesis distribution is assumed to have a known
average event frequency given by the long term mean over all samples.
A more sensible approach is to take into consideration the probability that
a single 110 years average event rate will be that of the long term average. This
can be done, brute force, by generating one null hypothesis for each sample to
be tested against all samples, thus accounting for the chance that a particular
110-years and the long term average event rate are the same. In the interest of
focusing on the essential points, we show the distributions for this test for the
cases where the Poisson frequency is the long term average (over all samples),
the 70% and 90% quantiles above median for the same parameters as those
shown in Figure 1 (3 clusters per century 4 events per decade within clusters).
The results are explained in Figures 3 from (a) through (c). In it we see that,
if we pick a sample whose value is the same as the average event rate, the test
will detect correctly the non-Poissonian nature of this process 80% of times. For
samples whose average event rate is above the 90% quantile, the probability of
correctly rejecting the null hypothesis drops to about 70%. The true value of the
power for this test will depend on the degree of confidence in the estimation of
the average event frequency and our belief of how accurately a single 110-years
sample will inform on the ”true” long term sample. This reflects the fact that
this process unfolds on time-scales greater than 110 years.
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4 Discussion
We stress that our presentation is not a claim that the stochastic process we
devised intends to be a realistic model of the genesis of mega-earthquakes on a
global scale. The results we have show are solely an illustration of the pitfalls
of statistical tests and of type II errors. At the heart of these issues lies the
statistical variability of the process we used, which can be plainly expressed
by saying that some of the samples are more Poissonian than others. It is
the assessment of differences between trajectories enables us to determine the
falsehood of the Poissonian hypothesis. It remains to be seen the results of a
similar study using plausible non-Poissonian processes, and the effects of the
introduction of a Poissonian background.
As we noted before, arguments of plausibility and simplicity based on Marko-
vian and time-independence assumptions provide solid grounds for hypothesis-
ing a Poisson process as a likely candidate to explain the global earthquake
catalogue. However, when viewed only on the merits of the observed data, the
probability of type II statistical error, such as those we computed here, must
be taken into account. Our degree of belief in a given premise is explicitly
manifest in Bayesian inference through the assignment of prior probabilities
[Mackay(2003)]; any argument that deems to inquire the data alone should
state clearly its prior, whether equal probabilities or weighted towards a Pois-
son distribution. [Such argument can be made not only as a matter of scientific
clarity but as as an aid to scientific imagination.]
Another aspect we discuss here regards the levels of significance commonly
used in statistics. We have used 5% as the par excellence standard in rejecting
an hypothesis. Economics can provide the basis for a rational approach to
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choosing levels of significance by considering the costs of taking an erroneous
decision based on a failed test [Merril and Fox (1970)].
Such type of argument in the case of earthquake clusters is not straight-
forward nor scientifically objective. Regarding the unequivocal establishment
of a scientific statement, the setting of a level of significance should take into
consideration the probabilities such as those we have derived here. In Figure 1,
for example, the probability of a p-value above 20% is non-trivial (> 10%).
In light of this discussion, we can consider the recent results of earthquake
cluster detection. Test (a) corresponds to the first test of [Michael(2011)] which
was applied to the global catalogue at a large cut-off magnitude of Mw = 9,
which corresponds to a frequency of approximately 0.04 event/year, and he
reports p-values as low as 0.12. We have shown that the same test would not
be accurate event at much lower cut-off implying an event frequency of 0.1-0.2
event/year (corresponding magnitude thresholds between 8.4 and 8.3). From
[Shearer and Stark(2011)], we are mostly interested in their multinomial test
as it is equivalent to our case (c), which we assessed as the most powerful;
in their work, the p-values reported for a Mw > 8 magnitude cut-off range
between 35 to 25% depending on the de-clustering undertaken. The average
event rate for these magnitudes is well above any we have analysed here (0.8-
0.7 event/year). More relevant to this discussion is [Shearer and Stark(2011)]
assertion that: ”(...) the null hypothesis that times of large earthquakes follow a
homogeneous Poisson process would not be rejected by any of the tests”. Based
on our discussion, the criteria to accept (or reject) a hypothesis is not a clear-
cut line. These considerations go beyond the specifics of cluster detection (e.g.
[Stumpf and Porter(2012)]
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This work does not suggest that clustering is a real phenomenon – consider-
ing that our test-process is highly contrived. This is a tentative way to introduce
some objectivity into assertions such as ”random variability explains earthquake
catalogue”: what would really be meant by ”explains”? The fact that a given
series of events has a ”reasonable” probability according to such a process (and
we have yet to define what we mean by reasonable) – at most we could say it
is consistent when favouring some prior, but as far a such limited data set is
available such strong conclusions must not be taken for granted.
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6 Figures
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Figure 1: Distribution of p-values obtained by testing the fit of an exponen-
tial distribution with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for inter-event times in a
clustered-by-construction process. The bins of this histogram have width of
5%, thus the first bin corresponds to the probability of hypothesis rejection
under the 5% significance level.
Figure 2: Probabilities of p-values less than 5% by testing inter-event time
distribution for a Poisson distribution with a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.
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(a) λ = 0.12
(b) λ = 0.15
(c) λ = 0.20
Figure 3: Distributions of p-values using Pearson χ-square for a Poisson hy-
pothesis testing multiple-events inter event times. The stochastic process has
parameters of 3 clusters per century and 4 events per decades within each clus-
ter. The samples were tested for hypothesized Poisson distribution of different
annual frequency parameters λ. The average over all 2000×110 years samples
is λ = 0.12. The values λ = 0.15 and λ = 0.20 correspond approximately to the
70% and 90% quantiles of the distribution of average frequency for all samples
respectively.
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